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Dear supporter of Scientists4Future-Twente,
please find in this newsletter:
Invitation to sign Open Letter to UT Executive Board
Updates and upcoming activities
Tip of the month
Recent events
S4F-Twente in the media
Calls for participation
Calendar
Registered with S4F-Twente since July 1st?

Invitation to sign Open Letter to UT Executive Board
S4F-Twente has written an Open Letter to the university board to ask about their ambitions regarding sustainability and their climate agenda. This
letter (126 signatories as of 5 Nov 2:00 pm) is now open for the whole university community to sign – please consider signing and helping us to
distribute this call to your UT colleagues, and to your fellow students.

Updates and upcoming activities
Climate March in Amsterdam tomorrow: On Saturday November 6th the national Climate March – see here – will start at De Dam in Amsterdam
at 13:00, close to Amsterdam Central Station. Scientists from all over the Netherlands will walk together – we meet with fellow scientists at
12:30 at Madame Tussauds (you can contact Marjan or Paulina for more information). In case you’d like to travel from Twente to Amsterdam together,
you can contact Beril.
COP26 in Glasgow is being held until 12 November – more information here.
Municipality: Contacts with members of the city council of Enschede have led to an upcoming appointment with officials of the municipality to discuss
the climate measures of the city of Enschede. S4F-Twente is offering to assist.
Fireside chats: During the last two fireside chats we discussed an NRC article by David van Reybroek on participation of citizens in measures
regarding the climate crisis, and Beril Sirmacek introduced biodiversity in cities. The next fireside chat will be on November 15. Most probably we will
discuss the outcomes of the Glasgow meeting.

Tip of the month
Erik continues with the ‘tip of the month’. He is excited that a delegation from Scientists4Future-Twente has been invited at Concordia for a panel
discussion after the screening of the film ‘Citizen Nobel’, so he would like to recommend this event on November 18th. For more information please
see this Concordia page (at the bottom of the page you can watch a trailer of the film).

Recent Events

‘Why award a Nobel Prize in climate research now?’ Studium Generale and the TNW faculty hosted the 15th edition of the annual Nobel Lectures
on October the 26th at the Agora of the Vrijhof (UT). Speakers Maarten van Aalst, Armagan Kocer and Jan van Maarseveen gave insightful
explanations about the laureates’ work in the areas of Physics (models on complex systems with a large climate component), Medicine (human
sensory response) and Chemistry (catalysis). You can watch the recording.

Kids4Twente: S4F-Twente was present during the kick-off of the program on ‘Technology and Sustainability’ for primary schools. We offered to
several primary schools, which were present during this meeting, the possibility to present lectures on climate-related subjects in the framework of
this learning program.

S4F-Twente in the media

In the Tubantia newspaper interviews have been published with Wieteke Willemen and with Maarten van Aalst. Maarten van Aalst has also been
interviewed by NOS news and has answered kids’ climate questions for the magazine Margriet. U-Today has interviewed Jurriaan Schmitz for
‘Faculteiten werken samen in nieuwe minor energietransitie’. We invite you to browse our ‘S4F-Twente in the media’ page.

Calls for participation
Climate and sustainability education: Andre ten Elshof, Programme Director, and Leonie Krab, responsible for Educational Development and
Coordination of the Chemical Science & Engineering programme, have started investigating how climate and sustainability education can be
incorporated more in the CSE programme. The UN sustainable development goals, which also cover education, may provide ideas for this. Is this an
idea for other educational programs to follow up?
Carbon Literacy training for UT employees – from the UT Sustainability Newsletter: “Are you a UT employee interested in learning more about
carbon literacy? For example, would you like to learn how to perform basic carbon footprint calculations or the basis of climate science? Then this
online training consists of 4x 2h sessions from 14:00–16:00 on the 8th, 15th, 22nd, and 29th of November. Interested? You can find more
information or sign up here.”
Scientists4Future-Twente is always looking for help with all sorts of things, from helping with maintaining our website to jointly writing climatecrisis-related texts for publication, to participating in conversations with local city council members and school children. Please do contact us in case
you see a chance to become active together with climate-concerned fellow scientists.

Registered with S4F-Twente since July 1st?
In case you or anyone you know registered with S4F-Twente between July 1st and November 1st, we kindly ask to please register again (because
those registrations were unfortunately lost).

Calendar
6 November (Sat 13:00): Climate march in Amsterdam – Scientists are walking together
8 November (Mon 14:00): Start of Carbon Literacy training for UT employees
15 November (Mon 20:00): S4F-Twente Fireside chat, online (probably on the outcomes of COP26)
18 November (Thu 19:00): S4F-panel in Concordia after they show the ‘Citizen Nobel’-film.
23 November (Tue 15:30): KNAW Symposium on Planetary Health – online, free participation
26 November (Fri 15:00): UT Dies Natalis with honorary doctorate for IPCC co-chair Debra Roberts
Hoping to see you soon, through one of the above opportunities,
the S4F-Twente newsletter team – Yuri Engelhardt, Theo van der Meer, Evert Houwman, Erik Kemp, Gertjan Koster, Leonie Krab, Vera Araujo-Soares
Scientists4Future–Twente – Coalition of concerned scientists
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------We encourage you to forward this newsletter to any colleagues that might be interested.
In case this newsletter was forwarded to you and you’d like to subscribe, just contact us.

